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by Sara Pennypacker (Grades 3-5) Clementine Understanding Question Cardsby These are comprehension questions written for Clementine's book by Sara Pennypacker. There are 6-7 questions for each chapter of the book and an answer key. I print the questions on the cardboard (so they last longer)
and cut them. I cut them into sets. One day an enlightened group reads a chapter and Topics:Types:CCSS:CCRA. R.10, CCRA. R.1, RF.3.4a, RF.3.4, RL.3.10... Clementine Novel Study and DIGITAL Resourceby Looking for a common core aligned, no Prep DIGITAL &amp; PRINT package to teach
Clementine's book? Don't look any further! This resource contains everything you need! Students will answer the book by answering comprehension questions and completing various reading response activities. This DIGITAL reSuubjects:Grades: Types: CCSS: RL.3.6, RL.3.5, RL.3.4, RL.3.3, RL.3.2...
This is a new study on Clementine by Sarah Pennypacker. Includes printable and digital versions. 44 pages of student work, plus a key answer! This new study divides Clementine into five sections for the study. The chapters are grouped as follows: Chapter 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10. Includes folto
themes:Grades:Types:CCSS:L.4.5, L.4.4, L.3.5, L.3.4, L.3.1... Clementine (Clementine Book Study) by Looking for a Way to Teach Clementine in a Fun and Meaningful Way? Clementine Novle study has 80+ pages of CCSS aligned pages: text-based comprehension questions, graphic organizers,
detailed key answer, lesson plans and practical vocabulary. Great for Literature groups, guided or independent reSubjects:Grades: Types:CCSS:RL.4.10, RL.4.4, RL.4.3, RL.4.2, RL.4.1... Page 2O no! We found no results for clementine%20comprehension%20queststion. Check the spelling and try again.
Guided reading lesson pattern pattern Teacher_________________ Grade____ date _________Text Clementine level Q -40Ading - about 5 minutes 1. The teacher declares the title, Clementine, and discusses style, realistic fiction.2. The teacher helps students activate background knowledge: • Ask the
group if they know what a Clementine is (see one in the group if they are available). Because someone can be given that name— make predictions. 3. The teacher gives a main idea or establishes a purpose for reading (guideline question). • Ask the group what are some things that happen on a very bad
school day? Discuss answers, then set the purpose for reading the first chapter of the book-to find out what's going on with Clementine on her bad school day. 4. The teacher discusses unknown concepts, vocabulary, and/or text characteristics. • When a teacher or parent tells you to pay attention, what
do they ask you to do? This is something that Clementine problem with and will often appear in this book. Clementinealways claims to pay attention, but the problem is, it pays attention to the wrong things. 5. The teacher selects 1 or 2 new and important words to predict: • The story is told from the
perspective of a third-grade student who She makes mistakes in her vocabulary. At one point in this chapter, he says that teacher goes historical. What's that supposed to mean? Look at the basic word-- history. What he means is hysterical. What's that supposed to mean? Look at the basic word hysteria.
Another mistake is her understanding of a charismatic class What does that mean? How can anyone be wrong about this idea? 6. The teacher reviews reading strategies with students (a visual reference should be posted until they are internalized). • The teacher will remind students of the strategies they
know how to use when experiencing difficulties. The teacher can say, When you read, remember to hear yourself read and, if what you are reading makes no sense, go back to re-reading and think about what is going on in the story. During reading - about 10 minutes 1. Students read Chapter 1, pages 1-
13, independent 6 student reads at his own pace. Students read at the same time, but not choirs.2. Post these questions for students to answer while reading: 1.Why is Clementine sent to the art gallery? 2.Why is Clementine telling Margaret to look out the window? 3.What happens in the bathroom?
4.How is Clementine useful in this chapter? 3. Students can use post-it notes, index cards, or organizers to record information or questions. • When reading, students can use highlighting tape or Post-it notes to highlight an unknown word, a point of confusion, or a difficult part in order to review after
reading. After reading - about 5 minutes 1. The teacher makes one or two teaching points based on strategies used or neglected during reading. • Look at Clementine's character. How would you describe it? Go back to the text and find specific examples to support your ideas. • Look at the cause and
effect of Margaret cutting her hair. Create a chart to add to in future days. What are some other effects that may occur as a result of this event? Are you predicting what might happen next to Clementine? Margaret? 2. Conversation: Would you like to have Clementine as a friend? Why or why not? Guided
reading lesson pattern pattern Teacher_________________ Grade____ date _________Text Clementine level Q -40Ading - about 5 minutes 1. The teacher repeats the title, Clementine, and discusses genre, realistic fiction.2. The teacher helps students to activate background knowledge: • Bring in a
dandelion (possible) or show a picture of one and ask the group how this is linked to what we read in clementine's first chapter. 3. Teacher gives a master idea or establishes a purpose for reading question). • Ask the team what it's like to have a younger brother or sister. What problems can asibling
sometimes cause? What does it mean if someone is called the easy one and one is called thehard one? Who do you think Clementine is? We'll find out today. 4. The teacher discusses unknown concepts, vocabulary and/or text text • What are the ways people can color their hair? Is it something your
parents will approve or not approve of? What can you predict could happen in history if Clementine is involved? 5. The teacher chooses 1 or 2 new and important words to predict: • In today's chapter, Clementine talks about some of the most exquisite words he knows found in the bathroom. What does
that mean? What are some words she can find where she likes to listen? Create a list, then present the ones it actually uses, so that students are semi-priestly with them, as they read: Laxative, Mascara, and Floride. 6. The teacher reviews reading strategies with students (a visual reference should be
posted until they are internalized). • The teacher will remind students of the strategies they know how to use when experiencing difficulties. The teacher can say, When you read, remember to hear yourself read and, if what you are reading makes no sense, go back to re-reading and think about what is
going on in the story. During reading - about 10 minutes 1. Students read Chapter 2, pages 15-27, independent 6 student reads at his own pace. Students read at the same time, but not choirs.2. Post these questions for students to answer while reading: 1. What do we learn about Clementine's mother? 2.
Who is Polka Dottie and why does her thinking make Clementine sad? 3.Why is Clementine itching in Margaret's room? 4. Why does Clementine's father say I'm sorry 7 times on the phone with Margaret's mother? 3. Students can use post-it notes, index cards, or organizers to record information or
questions. • When reading, students can use highlighting tape or Post-it notes to highlight an unknown word, a point of confusion, or a difficult part in order to review after reading. After reading - about 5 minutes 1. The teacher makes one or two teaching points based on strategies used or neglected
during reading. • Do you agree that clementine is the hard part? Find facts from history to support your opinion. • Add to margaret's results cutting her hair chart from yesterday. What are some other effects that could now occur as a result of the new event of Margaret's hair coloring? Predict what might
happen next to Clementine? Margaret? 2. Conversation: Should it be considered the difficult in your family or the easy? Why? Guided reading lesson pattern pattern Teacher_________________ Grade____ date _________Text Clementine level Q -40Ading - about 5 minutes 1. The teacher repeats the
title, Clementine, and discusses genre, realistic fiction.2. The teacher helps students activate background knowledge: • Bring a red marker and ask the team how this is linked to what we were reading in Clementine's second chapter. 3. The teacher gives a main idea or establishes a purpose for reading
(guideline question). • Ask the team where they are a place they go or something they do Are they upset? In today's schapter, we'll find out what Clementine does when she gets upset. 4. The teacher discusses unknown concepts, vocabulary, and/or text characteristics. • What does it mean to be an
artist? Can it mean more than painting? What else could he be referring to? What are some things a good artist should do? • What are lentils? Bring a package or picture to help students see that it is. • 5. The teacher selects 1 or 2 new and important words to predict: • What does the phrase Common
Criminal mean? Do you think this term could be used to refer to Clementine? Why or why not? Who in history do you think would call her that? 6. The teacher reviews reading strategies with students (a visual reference should be posted until they are internalized). • The teacher will remind students of the
strategies they know how to use when experiencing difficulties. The teacher can say, When you read, remember that if you come across words you don't understand, use your strategies to understand them. You can shred the word, search for familiar patterns in the word, or use the box readings around
the word to read it. Students read Chapter 3, pages 29-43, independent 6 student reads at his own pace. Students read at the same time, but not choirs.2. Post these questions for students to answer while reading: 1.What do we learn about Clementine's father? 2. How is Margaret's mom and
Clementine's mom different? 3. Why is Clementine leaving Margaret's apartment? 4. How does Clementine sometimes help Mrs. Jacobi? 3. Students can use post-it notes, index cards, or organizers to record information or questions. • When reading, students can use highlighting tape or Post-it notes to
highlight an unknown word, a point of confusion, or a difficult part in order to review after reading. After reading - about 5 minutes 1. The teacher makes one or two teaching points based on strategies used or neglected during reading. • Do you agree with Margaret's mother that Margaret should not be left
alone with Clementine? Why or why not? • The author always has a purpose for including information. Why does the author include the part about Clementine and her mother looking out the basement window? 2. Conversation: Why do you think the author included the information about Ms. Jacobi in this
chapter? Chapter?
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